
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter af:
AN EXAMINATION BY THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE
FUEL ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE OF BIG RIVERS
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:056E, SECTIONS
l(ll) AND (12)

)
)
) CASE NO. 8054
)
)
)

O R D E R

Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:056E, Sections 1(ll) and (12), and

following proper notice, a hearing was held on January 27, 1981,

to review the operation of the standard fuel adjustment clause;

to determine the amount of fuel cost that should be transferred

(rolled-in) to the base rates of the Applicant; and to re-

establish the fuel adjustment clause charge.

In response to the Commission's request for information,

the Applicant filed data showing by month, for the periad November

1978 through November 1980, the price paid far coal, freight

casts, unit availability, unit performance, and the cast per kwh

of net generati.on. In response to the request, the Applicant

stated its intent to use November 1980, as the test month or

base period for purposes of arriving at the base fuel costs (F(b))
and kwh sales (S(b)) components of the standard fuel adjustment

clause. Use af the November data results in a base fuel cost of

13.573 mills per kwh.

The Attorney General painted out during cross-examination

that the fuel cost and related kwh generated by Green II had

been included in the November data used to arrive at the requested

base east of 13.573 mills per kwh. The Attorney General suggested

that since Green II was not commercial during November, these

costs should be excluded from the November data. However, its
inclusion may have actually resulted in a reduced base fuel cast

as shown by the testimony of Applicant's witness, Hollander.

The witness testified that if the fuel costs and kwh generated

by Green II were eliminated, the result would be a higher base



fuel cost far the month of November than the 13.573 mills per

kwh which the Applicant has requested be included in base rates.
In establishing the level of base fuel cost ta be included

in the Applicant's rates, the Commission must determine whether

the base period cost per net kwh generated is normal or repre-

sentative of the level of fue'ost actually being experienced

by the Applicant. The Commission's review of data filed by the

Applicant disclases that the cost of net generation for Green I

in July, August, September and October of 1980 was 13.00; 12.16;
11.87 and 17.57 mills per kwh, respectively. Further, the

Commission's analysis of the Applicant's fuel clause filings
discloses that actual fuel cost for the six months ending December

1980 ranged fram a law af 3.3.086 mille per kwh in September af
1980 ta a high af 14.211 mills in December 1980.

The Commission believes a better approach in this ease

wauld have been ta include Green II at a normalized level of

fuel cost, based an the expected cast per kwh af net generation.

However, from its review of the Applicant's data„ the Commission

concludes that inclusion of the fuel coat and kwh generated frcm

Green II did not resu3t in any material distortion of the November

tuel cost.
One other issue requires discussion at this point. In its

Order in Case No. 8058 the Commission discussed in detail Kentucky

Power's position that a transfer of fuel cost to the base rates

mill result in Kentucky Power not being able ta bill all of the

increase in fuel cost for the two months immediately preceding

the first month the new base cost is billed. The Commission

concluded, among other things, that there was some merit to

Kentucky Power's position and provided in that Order what it
believes is a reasonable solution to the problem.

In this instance the Applicant has only one cycle; the

service period for that cycle covers the calendar month; and the

Applicant bills the distribution co-ops for the cost of providing

service during the calendar month, including fuel cost contained



in its base rates, between the 5th and 7th of the following

month. However, because of the ten-day prefiling requirement

contained in 807 EAR 5:056K, the Applicant cannot bill the

increase or decrease in fuel cost (i.e., fuel adjustment charge}

until the second month following the month in which the increase

or decrease occurs. For example, the base fuel cost for service
rendered in March is billed on April 5th (the following month).

However, the increase or decrease in March fuel cost is not

billed until May 5th (the second month following the month the

increase or decrease occurs). From this example it is clear
that on April 5th the Applicant would bill. all of the service
rendered in March at the base fuel cost before the roll-in of
10.97 mills. This base fuel cost would then be used to calculate
the fuel adjustment clause rate filed by the Applicant in April

and billed in May to recover or refund any difference in March

actual fuel cost and the base fuel cost billed for March usage.

If the Commission approved the Applicant's requested base fue1

cost of 13.573 mills for service rendered on and after April 1,
when the Applicant renders its bill on May 5th for April service

it would bill all of April service at the base fuel cost after
roll-in of 13.573 mills. It is essential at this point to

understand that not one kwh of March usage was billed at the

base fuel cost after roll-in. Therefore, if the Applicant is to

recover or refund any difference in the base fuel cost billed
for March and the actual fuel cost for March the fuel adjustment

clause rate billed in May must be computed using the base fuel

cost prior to roll-in of 10.97 mills. Since all of April usage

is billed in May at the base fuel cost after roll-in of 13.573
mills, the computation of the fuel adjustment clause rate to be

billed or refunded in June for any increase or decrease in

actual April fuel cost must be computed using the base fuel cost
of 13.573 mills which is billed in May for April usage.

The Commission after review of the evidence of record and

being advised FINDS:



(1) That the Applicant has complied in all material respects
with the provisions of 807 KAR 5:056E, Uniform Fuel Adjustment

Clause.

(2) That the test month of November should be used as the

base period in this proceeding.

(3) That the inclusion of Green II fuel costs and related
net generation did not result in any matex"ial distortion of the

hase period fuel cost per kwh of net generation,

(4) That the Applicant's request for establishment of a

base fuel cost of 13.573 mills should be granted.

(5) That the establishment of base fuel cost of 13.573
mills requires a transfer of .260( per kwh from the fuel. adjustment

clause rate to the Applicant's base rates and can best be accomp-

lished by an energy adder to each kwh sold.

(6} That transfer of fuel cost to the Applicant's base

rates will not result in any additional net margin to the Appli-

cant.

(7) That the revised rates and charges set out in Appendix

"A" of this Order are designed only to reflect the transfer to
base rates of the differential between the old base fuel cost of

10.97 mills and the new base fuel cost of 13.573 mills.

(S) That the rates in Appendix "A" should be approved for
service rendered on and after April 1, 1981.

(9) That, the fuel adjustment clause xate for Maxch usage

to be bi1.led in May should be computed using the base fuel cost

prior to roll-in of 10.974 mills.
(10) That the fuel adjustment clause rate for April usage and

succeeding months is to be computed using the base fuel cost

after roll-in of 13.573 mills approved herein.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Applicant's request to
establish a base fuel cost of 13.573 mills per kwh be and it is
hereby approved.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the rates set out in Appendix

"A" shall be placed into effect for service rendered on and

after April 1, 1981.



IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the base fuel cost to be used

for purposes of computing any increase or decrease in h3arch fuel

cost is the base fuel cost before roll-in of 10.974 mills.
IT IS FURTHER ORBEREB that the base fuel cost to be used

for purposes of computing any increase or decrease in fuel cost
for April and succeeding months is 13.573 mills,

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Applicant shall file within

20 days of the date of this Order its revised tariff sheets

setting out the rates in Appendix "A'pproved herein.

Bone at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 13th day of March, 1981.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Vic'e Chairman

Commissioner

ATTEST:

Secretary



APPENDIX "A"

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OP THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COh%ISSION IN CASE NO. 8054 DATED MARCH 13, 1981.

The fol1owing rates and charges are prescribed for the

customers in the area served by Big Rivers Electric Corporation.

All other rates and charges not specifically mentioned herein

sha'1 remain the same as those in effect under authority of this

Commission prior to the date of this Order.

RATE SCHEDULE:

Monthly Delivery Point Rate:

(1) Demand Charge of:
All KW of billing demand at $6.25 per kilowatt.

(2} Plus an Energy Charge of:
(a) All Kwh per month at $ .017819 per KWH plus an

additional charge of $ .000322 per KWH for the
specific purpose of amortizing the ten-year
loan from the Louisville Bank for Cooperatives,
this additional 8.000322 per KMH to continue
until the said debt is paid. The total energy
charge will be $ .018141 per KWH until such debt
is paid and $ .017819 per KWH thereafter.

Fuel Clause:

The energy charge shall be increased or decreased by a fuel
adjustment factor as follows:

$ .01357p
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